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From the earliest days as thinking humans we have had many questions about life. We have
had fewer acceptable answers.This is beginning to change as we are learning more and more
about life and how it developed. I grew up in the Bible Belt of Mississippi. We were taught
that God created all life and then He created Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden. But then I
read about ancient fossils of human-like creatures and started learning about evolution. So
what is the truth? Am I to continue to believe the literal words of the Bible or the findings of
archeology and the related scientific evidence? I had to find the truth so I started my search.
Lets explore what I learned. As we walk about Earth and look around we learn that there are
about 10 million species of animals and several hundred thousand species of plants, but all the
lives that we see are latecomers on planet Earth.And even the fossils of old that we find, when
added to the life forms of today, make up only a small fraction of species that have lived on
planet Earth. To understand the first life on earth and the first man on earth, we need to
explore what life really is, how it got started, and how we came to be. Earths life forms vary in
complexity from one-cell creatures such as amoeba to the most complex, which is man. All
life on planet earth is designed and operated by its DNA, which is a very large molecule in the
nucleus of each cell. The DNA caries codes that perform 3 functions: 1) Build the proteins that
structure our bodies 2) Operate switches that turn the protein-making genes off and on 3)
Operate the command center that activates the switches. I quickly learned that life is DNA.
The Bible taught me that God created all life on earth. He then created Adam and Eve as the
first humans.
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â€œThey weren't the first modern humans on the planet,â€• reports LiveScience â€œbut
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Is it possible humans inhabited earth before Adam and Eve? that suggests modern humans
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were not the first intelligent beings to live on our planet. We know from scripture that water
already covered the Earth, and scientists are now .
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